
Faith Video Game – ere’s a quote in the manual that says, “ e adversary’s ongoing efforts to weaken faith are intensifying.” is is such a true sentence and 
is so hard to watch happen so often. Satan knows that great things are coming, and the closer it gets to the Second Coming, the harder he’s going to work to 
try to stop us from having the faith we need to have. He knows that faith will bring us joy, and he does NOT want us to be happy. We wanted to make a 
kid-friendly activity about this, so we’re going to have the kids act like they’re in a video game that shows our faith level instead of our life level. Here are the 
instructions:
·        ·         Tape the “Faith Power Level Strip” (from page 5 below) onto the wall. Cut out the arrow and tape it on the side of the power strip. Start at around level 
50.
·         Explain that Satan tries often to attack our faith and pull it down. Discuss some specic ways Satan tries to do this. Explain that when Satan tries to 
pull our faith level down, we can do things to power it back up. Discuss some specic ways we can do this.
·         Cut apart the cards on page 6 below and scatter them around different parts of the room (keep them upside-down).
·         ·         Play video game music (like this Super Mario music). Let everyone dance around while the music’s playing. Stop at random times and have everyone 
pick up the card that is closest to them. Read what’s on it, and then move the arrow on the faith power strip up or down depending on the card. Repeat those 
steps until all of the cards have been used.
·         Hebrews 12:2 says that Christ is the “author and nisher of our faith.” Move the arrow up to 100 while talking about how we can’t defeat Satan or have 
perfect faith on our own. We need Christ’s help.
 
2.       2.       Faith Attacks – Help them understand that we aren’t bad people when Satan attacks our faith. Explain that Satan tries to attack everyone’s faith. We 
just have to decide that we’ll stay true to Christ anyway, and Christ will help us defeat Satan. Satan knows that we live in an important time and he wants to 
do everything he can to keep us away from Christ. At different times in our lives, our faith levels will be at different levels. Sometimes they might be super 
high, and sometimes they might feel really low. When we feel times when our faith is getting lower (and those times will for sure come), we have to decide to 
do do everything we can to ask Christ help us get it higher again. Satan wants us to give up, but if we decide to keep trying our best and praying, Christ will help 
us!
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